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Question - 1:
Please let me know about Datastage TX (Mercator) and what are EDI mappings.
Id appreciate if u can give me a clear view or direct me to a link where i can find the info?

Ans:
Datastage TX(Mercator) is now owned by IBM, and has been incorporated into the Webshpere Suite:
http://ibm.ascential.com/products/websphere_datastage_tx.html
Though the info there is very generic,
I don't know of a 'clear view' on your question, but basically the Mercator product (as it was known) creates binaries that, in conjunction with an execution engine
(somewhat like java byte codes and JVM) that are called Maps. When we say 'Mapping' we mean  to define relationships between input and output objects, and in
conjunction with additional commands (rules) build one or many outputs , from one or many inputs - each of which can be flat files, databases, message queues etc.
So Mapping is basically to defined the rules , to transform from A to B, and create a 'Map' which can then be executed to actually do the job.
EDI (as you probably know) as well as being a generic term for electronic data interchange , there are also specific EDI standards. From Memory there were ones
called (I think) Tradacoms and Tradanet as well as others.
What Mercator also supplies are data structures(these are known as Type Trees) that adhere to these standards, so if you need to send data through these networks the
input/output to them is already defined, your job would be to map (match the fields) from your system to the appropriate ones in the EDI structures.
There are also similar type trees for Banking Standards (SWIFT For example) , and has importers to define the same for XML schemas and SAP Idocs
View All Answers

Question - 2:
Are there any certifications on C++, Unix which industry recognizes? Also let me know about the same on Project Management, UML...etc. (But not of Microsofts)

Ans:
O'Reilly offers Certifications in these areas. Check their site.
View All Answers

Question - 3:
Tell me how good is testing as a career and what are the opportunities

Ans:
there are many openings for software testing
View All Answers

Question - 4:
I have completed BCA and now I am pursuing B level course of DOEACC. so I would like to know what can I do after this course

Ans:
To help you, kindly specify me exactly what you want to do further. Do you want to continue your higher education or do you want to take up a job. If you put this I
would give my suggestion appropriately as per your needs.
View All Answers

Question - 5:
I want to apply my knowledge of this field in aerospace engineering.Are there some job possibilities joining these fields & where?

Ans:
You have quite few options for applying your information technology knowledge in aerospace engineering. But for this first you must get a degree in basic level at
least in aerospace. After finishing this you can try out this option. It is a rare but interesting combination of job. All the Best.
View All Answers

Question - 6:
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I realy want to ask if i eligible for tcs. i have completed my b.e.it 2006. my total aggregate is 58%. and 7&8th sem aggregate is 64%. (they have asked an aggregate of
60% in the graduation but i think it would be including all sem marks) i had applied for tcs with the graduation aggregate i.e. 64%. i have cleared my apti now have
interview remaining. Will i be allowed. will they check my aggregate at the interview

Ans:
Well , basically they look for an aggregate of 60% without backlogs .. You have mentioned that  you have cleared the aptitude.. Thats gud.. Prepare for the Tech and
Managerial rounds .. if you can crack in the leftout rounds .. i think they will consider you.. But for now , i would suggest go ahead with the interviews.. later on
every thing will be ok..
View All Answers

Question - 7:
I have done MSc physics. day after tomorrow i am going to attend infosys. if they ask why you are shifting from physics field to computer field. then what can i reply

Ans:
You can specify your interest in computer field and also validate the facts with evidences like any degree or certificate passed in computers, or any competitions
attended related to computers and so on which would help them know your interest in computer field. All the Best.
View All Answers

Question - 8:
Which of the following API is used to hide a window
a) ShowWindow
b) EnableWindow
c) MoveWindow
d) SetWindowPlacement
e) None of the above

Ans:
The answer for this question is
e) None of the above
One of the ways for doing this is by using setBounds
View All Answers

Question - 9:
I am new to Informatica. Can some one please tell me what are the job prospects in Informatica in future. Apart from the tool, what else should I Know?

Ans:
The job prospects for Informatica consultant is excellent.To grow more in this related area in-depth knowledge of Informatica and datawarehousing technologies is
essential and any knowledge of Ab Initio, Datastage, Datajunction, Oracle Warehouse Builder or SQL Loader would be useful.
View All Answers

Question - 10:
Questions related to ORACLE - CRM:

Ans:
These are the questions asked in Infosys Interview on Oracle CRM Functional
1.Give a brief about yourself
2.What are the modules you are exposed to
3.Tell me the typical business flow of service contracts
4.Typical business flow of field service from customer perspective
5.How is service contract is integrated with field service
6.what is the architecture of mobile field service
7.how to send sms messages in crm foundation
8.what are the ERP modules you are exposed to, what AR transaction types
9.What are the components of workflow
10.what are service transaction types
11.major difference between key flexfield, descriptive flexfield
12.what are the components of crm foundation, give the functionality of each component
13. what is the difference between segment and context
14.what is account centric and site centric instances
15.can i create a service contract for a install base item
16.how to select profile options which is not selected at user level
17.what is the difference between drop the table and truncate the table
18.what is the difference between my sql, psql
19.questions about your previous organizations, reasons for leaving
20.what is trading community architecture, what are the various responsibilities associated with this module
21.what are the process flows of sales online,explain in depth
22.what is full life cylcle implementation explain the 11 stages of full life cycle implementation indepth
23.How can you auto generate a service contract when service request is created
24. what are the major differences functionality wise between isupport and support modules.
25.explain the typical business flow of depot repair module
26.What is Conference Room Pilot.
27. What is Istore module explain the functionality in detail.
28.How many instances can be created in lli, what is the standard number of instances available as default.
View All Answers

Question - 11:
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Tell me when and where can i write the aptitude tests conducted by top IT firms like InfoSys, Accenture, CTS, TCS, etc.? I am in my final year engineering now,
with mechanical as my specialization. I am really worried about my career, and these tests were not even conducted by our college?

Ans:
Do you want to know where you could get sample question patterns for aptitude tests conducted by top IT firms like Infosys,Accenture,CTS,TCS,etc.
View All Answers

Question - 12:
I have done BCA and pursuing my career in customer care. I want to change my field, i am more interested in IT. Please guide me how i can start my career in IT?

Ans:
IT is a vast field. In other words there are numeros areas like database design,application programming, SAP, testing and so on. Let me know what is the area of your
interest and I could suggest you whether you have bright options in that and what to do further in that line of your interest.
View All Answers

Question - 13:
Tell me books on user acceptance testing projects i am desperately need it?

Ans:
There are numerous books related to user acceptance testing. One of the best book is
User Acceptance Testing - A Practical Approach by James Windle
You could have a reading on that. It has various methodologies discussed in it related to user acceptance testing.
View All Answers

Question - 14:
I am a software developer. I recently got married and will be leaving for US as my hubby works in US. I am a B.Sc grad and have done a diploma course in software
technology. I want to know my career prospect. Should I go for MS?

Ans:
Yes defenetly you should do post graduation, this will very good for your carrer
View All Answers

Question - 15:
I have finished my mca with 71 % and bsc with 59.17%. i have completed first round in tcs. But i hav 59.17 % in bsc. is there any possible to reject for that reason
(bsc-59) in technical and hr round. i have interview on next week?

Ans:
you need not worry at all. Your PG percentage is good and also having completed the first round they would not definitely reject you in technical and hr round based
on your B.Sc mark. So don't worry. You have to be strong in technical and communication skills for this round. And the most vital is facing the interview with
confidence you would definitely make it.
View All Answers

Question - 16:
What is I have done B.E Computers and a CDAC course. Currently i am employed in Pune. i have more than 1.5 years of exp in Java. I am looking for my further
studies, but i want to do part time study now. Can you suggest me some courses and related universities?

Ans:
You can pursue MBA degree and there are lot of universities offering this as part time.With engineering degree a semesters in management would prove very
beneficial for you career.All the Best.
View All Answers

Question - 17:
What is the cheapest place to order Oracle e-business e-books or used books (delivery address England or Europe)?

Ans:
Which book you are looking for?
I have Oracle financial application book with cd, which can prepare you for exams. At half price. You can check my auction at www.souq.com      book- educational
View All Answers

Question - 18:
I have completed my Course in Oracle 11i in following module GL/FA/AP
I am working in a MNC as Financial Expert.
Can any body involve me in any project in Oracle 11i as functional?

Ans:
There are lot of openings for Oracle 11i as functional. You can search good job search portals and apply for getting the job.Even Oracle company would have
vacancy in this are. Try searching their website for career openings. All the Best.
View All Answers

Question - 19:
I am in T.Y.B.Sc.(I.T.). from the Mumbai university. I am not able to complete my graduation since the year 2004. The problem is that I am not able to complete the
paper in time. Now I am very much afraid of examination. My concepts are clear before the Exam. But when I go for the same at the hall,I forget every thing. But still
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I want to myself to be in an I.T. field. Is there any career after the completion? What are the future prospects? Should I do a DAC course from CDAC? Or should I do
S.C.J.P? Or should I go for SAP-ABAP? which of the courses can i be able to do?

Ans:
I would sugegst you to first finish your graduation.Don't have the feeling that you will forget every thing. While reading make a not of points of important concepts
and terms in each chapter and just read that once in the morning when you have your exam. This wuld help you to recollect just the important points afresh in mind
before you go for the exam. YOu can do SAP course and this has a veru good market. All the Best.
View All Answers

Question - 20:
What is the minimum academic qualification to attend the test in InfoSys? Is it possible to attend Diploma holder to write the test?

Ans:
For any MNC IT company degree is a requriment for taking up the test and so is with Infosys.Infosys in particular insists on good marks in 10th,12th and your
degree.
View All Answers

Question - 21:
Guide me what should i do after my mechanical engineering, should i do MBA or should i gain some experience after my engineering and then go for MBA, what is
the scope of doing post graduation in engineering (M.Tech, Msc)?

Ans:
It is not necessary that you should gain some experience and then go for MBA.MBA can be pursued part-time, while at the same time you can get some hands-on
experience right after engineering. So it going to be earning and studying both, In case you cannot cope two-in-one, then you may have to opt for full-time MBA.
Getting M.Tech will take little more time, if you are willing and can manage without job and can concentrate fully on studies, you can opt for M.Tech.
View All Answers

Question - 22:
Tell me in which areas a person must be well prepared to pursue his career as Solaris system admin?

Ans:
Friend can you brief on your question so that I could answer you in detail for the question posed by you.
View All Answers

Question - 23:
i have recently done oracle financials module. From non it background. Please someone give me a thorough advise, as to What all i need to learn to make a full
fledged career in oracle applications. Please specify what all i need to learn from the scratch?

Ans:
Having a widened through knowledge of oracle financials module itself would get you very good career. Apply for jobs in this area and try to get a real time
experience which would give a exicting career. All the Best.
View All Answers

Question - 24:
Tell me any one what is the criteria of infosys in this yr? i want to know abt how much career needed for sit in infi? in previous year it was 65 % through out for
freshers in on campus, tell abt this yr?

Ans:
The same has to be maintained this year also. Let me know about you in brief.I would guide you based on that.
View All Answers

Question - 25:
I am currently working as a Systems Engineer with a CMMi Level 5 company with few hundreds of strength. Now I have plans to move into Information Security
Consultant career in big companies like IBM,ACS, Wipro etc.
But, the draw back with me is I DONT HAVE A DEGREE. I could not complete my graduation due to some personal reasons but, I DO HAVE CERTIFICATIONS
LIKE SECURITY PLUS, CEH and knowledge about OS, Networks etc.
But, I am worried whether big companies as i stated above reject me due to lack of degree.
Please help me if i can confidantly apply to jobs in those companies. Mean while i have plans to complete my degree in near future?

Ans:
you have mentioned that you dont have a degree.Don's think fo teh past.I woul suggest you to get a degree first with good marks and with good communication skill
and with your exp gained you can easily make the entry.
View All Answers

Question - 26:
Tell me what is the minimum percentage required in graduation that is B-TECH to attend Recruitment for WIPRO?

Ans:
earlier when WIPRO conducted exams they asked 60% throughout(10,12,and b.tech)
View All Answers

Question - 27:
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Is there any Certification for testing tools either Manual OR Automation Tools, Please give reply ASAP?

Ans:
There is certification on manual testing. name for that  certification is ISTQB.Fees is Rs.4000/-
View All Answers

Question - 28:
How to take a dump of Web Intelligence reports? Because I want to send reports with code Z(all operations like filters, alerters) to client. How can i do this?

Ans:
Now to do this :
create any simple webi report using efashion demo universe.
save it; go to cmc and check the path of this .wid file from input;
go to that path;
copy the name of .wid file;
now rename your clients file with that name.
now your clients .wid file has the name of the .wid file of the webi document which u created using efashion.
now copy this file - and paste it into the input frs path; so you r just replacing the files with the id.
just login into infoview; click open the same file which you created;
it will show you your client report which you have replaced.
this is the way to manually migrate and test your reports - from one environment to another.
View All Answers

Question - 29:
I have Completed my MCA at IGNOU, now I am a computer faculty at an Engineering College, I have knowledge in C,C++, Core Java, Oracle, VB.
I want to shift to Delhi for programmer?

Ans:
Among the areas you have mentioned, choose one in which you are more comfortable and improve your skills in those areas further to catch up with the changes in
those areas, don't take too many things together which makes you perfect in none. choose one technology and work hard on it. example alone Core Java may not be
sufficient learn adv java if you want to apply for jobs in Java.
View All Answers

Question - 30:
I need to know what are all the certification exams available for software testing.
i have done my BE passed out in the year 2004. i have done my software testing course at STC. I do not have any prior experience. so guide me whether can i do any
certification in Software testing?

Ans:
The certifications are
# Certified Software Project Manager (CSPM)
# Certified Software Quality Analyst (CSQA)
# Certified Software Tester (CSTE)
Advance Certifications are
ASTE
ASQA
MSQA
MSTE
View All Answers

Question - 31:
I am a B-Com graduate, passed out in 1999 . would like to shift in IT . I have done oracle apps financial module. Not much knowledge in PL SQL. Is it enough if i
learn oracle financial modules only. What are prospects of job. Can i really make it at the entry level?

Ans:
Having done oracle apps financial module it would be tough for you to learn PL SQL. I would suggest that you take a good book and make a advanced learning in
PLSQL also which would add value. Yes oracle financial modules are good to make at the entry level.
View All Answers
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